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ABSTRACT: The data warehouse architectural design using proposed pseudo mesh schema have been the
conceptualization backbone towards design, analysis and performance enhancement of the data warehouse by
implementation and simulation of P2P technology on proposed pseudo mesh architecture.
A set of dimension tables interlinked with one another, ensuring enhancement in the time complexity of the data
warehouse is presented through the formulation of the proposed work. Fact tables and dimension tables have been used
here, in their normalized form, to diminish redundancy. The notion of pseudo mesh schema architecture, conforming
interlinking of all dimension tables and fact tables to one another, have been proposed at the very inception of the
devised work. The number of links between various peers in the system could be precisely calculated using n(n-1)/2,
wherein n exemplifies the number of peers in attendance within the structure. To comprehensively emphasize the
simulation methodology adhered, diverse networks are associated to each other using routers.
The structure is evidently flexible, as any increase or decrease of one or more databases within the structure, does not
affect the entire schema of the data warehouse in concern. The structure uses the perception of fact views connecting
with existing dimension tables.
Peer-to-Peer or P2P technology enables unswerving allotment of computer resources amid two or more computers
within a computer network. In a P2P technology, apiece computer operate as mini server, where apiece computer could
share its resources with other computers proficiently.
The equivalent notion has been implemented in the data warehouse architectural design using proposed pseudo mesh
schema, where apiece dimension table in the architecture act as super peer and in consequence form a peer community,
with collection of peers. Apiece peer within similar peer community or from unlike peer community could have
unswerving relationship amid them using view fact table(s).
The improvement in efficiency by reduction of ineffectual searches and utilization of fewer resources is ensured by
formulating unswerving exchange of records amid peers using view fact table(s).
By using views, the data is desired to be stored only once and then needs to be converted into the logical view
definition, thereby diminishing data redundancy, ensuring consistency and simplifying data management
responsibilities, entailing no physical storage
KEYWORDS: Peer-to-Peer, Snow Flake Schema, Star Schema, Dimension Table, Fact Table, Super Peer, Peer,
Pseudo Mesh
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I.INTRODUCTION
Data warehouse [3, 4, 13] is a set of incorporated and integrated databases intended to support decision-making and
problem solving, comprising of highly summarized data [5, 7].
Data warehouse has become an increasingly accepted topic for contemporary researchers with respect to current trends
of business organizational purview [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12].
Data warehouses are designed distinctively to facilitate comprehensive reporting and adept analysis, such that it could
be of notable assistance to the researchers [2, 4].
As inferred from literature, data warehouse [3, 4, 13] is invariably fabricated using either star schema [14] or snowflake
schema [15].
Star schema embraces of one or more fact table(s) connected with dimension tables. Centre of the star schema consist
of one or more fact table(s) and the fact points to distinguished dimension tables [7, 14].
Snowflake schema is an extension of star schema where apiece point of the star explodes into more points [15].
The distinction initiates from the fact that in star schema, fact tables are in normalized format and dimension tables are
in un-normalized format, keeping queries uncomplicated and endowing fast response time, whereas, in snowflake
schema, both fact tables and dimension tables are in normalized format, thereby plummeting the query performance, on
the basis of existence of more joins [1, 14, 15].
In star schema, each dimension is represented by a solitary dimension table, whereas in snowflake schema, that
particular dimension table is normalized into multiple lookup tables, each representing a level in the dimension
hierarchy [1, 14, 15].
Both the architectures are well accepted by the industry, ignoring the ambiguity allied with them. In star schema [14], a
solitary fact table has numerous dimension tables associated with it and in snow-flake schema [15]; it further creates
smaller dimension tables from original dimension tables [12]. Communication among two or more dimension tables in
both the concepts is only through the fact table.
Peer-to-Peer refers to a computer network that has no centralized server. As mentioned earlier, apiece computer within
the network operate as mini server, hence any loss of information from one computer could be compensated by other
computers in the network [16, 17]. Furthermore, Peer-to-Peer networked architecture would be extremely beneficial,
when question of reliability would crop in [16, 17, 20].
Since, information is not amassed in a central server and has back-up in an assortment of computers within the Peer-toPeer network; recovery is not of much concern. There is no concept of central storage and in case any peer in the
network would break down, it would in no way affect the entire system and could be effortlessly managed and
recovered with the assistance of other peers in the network [18, 19].
The proposed system is based on the concept of Peer-to-Peer (P2P) architectural implementation, functional over the
proposed pseudo mesh architectural data warehouse [1], where apiece node or sub dimensional table(s) emerging from
dimension tables or super peers operate as individual peer, within the entire pseudo mesh schema data warehouse [1].
The super peer(s) essentially maintain the reference of the records with respect to the particular port number. Apiece
record has individualistic port number and a group of port numbers specify a unique peer within the system. Apiece
record is categorized beneath some explicit peer(s) based on certain characteristics/distinctiveness. The system
diminishes the work load from the central fact table, thereby diminishing the load from the dimension tables [1].
Moreover, no additional space would be necessary for query processing, since the architecture itself implements the
concept of view, which being a logical perception. A view relationship would be essentially established every time a
query would be processed using two or more records from dissimilar peers.
The process of searching is essentially accomplished by use of the indexing technique. The indexing technique used
would be small in size and would be able to operate with other indexes for filtering out the records before accessing the
actual information [3].
Concerning performance enhancement, the proposed schema would effectively speed up the query performance by
ensuring connection amid all super peers, thereby diminishing the exploration time for any record from the super peer
table. The simulated result engendered using CISCO 2811 router connecting various nodes in the network and ARP,
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ICMP protocols used for simulation ensures comprehensive analysis and proficient utilization of P2P architectural
design for performance enhancement of data warehouse [21, 22].
II.PROPOSED WORK
The proposed schema is based on the pseudo mesh architecture, where each node, rather dimension table(s) is
connected to other dimensional table(s) within the data warehouse purview, with the concept of views generated from
the original fact table. Based on requirement, the number of dimension tables could be increased in number. With
increase in dimensional tables, there would be no amend in data within an existing design, but only connectivity
between dimensional tables would increase.
The design devised is said to be flexible and in apiece fragment, there has to be a fact table included compulsorily,
which would contain Kn keys corresponding to n dimensional tables within the data warehouse.
The fact tables are consequently connected to all other dimensional tables.
The proposed work essentially implements the concept of Peer-to-Peer (P2P) file sharing technique on the existing
pseudo mesh architectural data warehouse. A pseudo mesh architectural data warehouse comprises of a central fact
table which remains connected to various dimension tables.
The primary logic of the architecture is that the dimension tables which remain inter-connected to each other diminish
superfluous searches all the way through the data warehouse.
In the proposed system, apiece dimension table operate as a super peer which is itself connected to an assortment of sub
peers, forming a peer community. Apiece record within a peer is updated to its corresponding super peer with the
assistance of a unique peer port number, representing apiece peer. The super peer essentially maintains a table within
that contains the record name and an associated unique port number that would direct the peer containing the record.
The concept of port number is pertinent for all peers, wherein apiece record within the data warehouse could be
acknowledged and identified with the unique port number.
A pseudo mesh architectural data warehouse could have N dimension tables, where apiece dimension table could be
linked up with n peers, thereby forming a peer community amid themselves.
A record would be assigned a unique port number at the time the record would be inserted enduringly into the data
warehouse, as soon as the ETCL process would be accomplished.
The unique port number could be further utilized for effortless searches of record(s) within the data warehouse.
Any peer within a peer community requesting for a record would initially search its own peer community by means of
super peer table that maintains all the names of the record along with the associated port number.
If the record that the requesting peer would be asking for is found in the super peer table, then it would instantaneously
return the port number of the peer that would contain the record of the requesting peer.
Based on the port number received from the super peer, the requesting peer would communicate with the peer
containing the record using a view fact table. Since the concept of view is logical, therefore it does not occupy any
additional space within the data warehouse.
An alternative circumstance could arise for the preceding case.
If the requested record is not found in the given peer community or the port number for the requested record does not
exist in the given super peer, then the search would be continued in the neighboring super peer(s) until the requested
peer obtain the port number of the peer with the located record.
Once it is a triumphant endeavor to accomplish the port number from any super peer, it would communicate to the peer
unswervingly by establishing an association with that particular peer of the neighboring peer community, using a view
fact table.
The maximum number of view tables possible within the proposed architecture would be n(n-1)/2, wherein n
exemplifies the number of peers in attendance within the structure.
The very conception could be well understood from Figure–1, which comprises of a fact table and two dimension tables
of super peers. From apiece super peer, two peers emerge. The maximum number of view table(s) that could formulate
relations amid the peers would be equivalent to n(n-1)/2, which is equivalent to six herein, since the total number of
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peers in the given system is four.

Fig–1: Proposed pseudo mesh schema for two dimension tables with two peers under apiece super peer, showing an assortment of likely relations
between peers

The entire functioning of the system could be well exemplified with the assistance of the diagram embodied in Figure–
2. The figure embodies the pseudo mesh architectural data warehouse design having a centralized fact table and three
super peers, wherein apiece super peer makes up a peer community with n peers respectively. Subsequently, the total
number of peers present in the system would be the summation of all the peers beneath all the super peers.
The maximum number of possible view fact tables in the system would be calculated accordingly with n(n-1)/2,
wherein n exemplifies the number of peers in attendance within the structure.
In Figure–2, presume a query that needs to be processed using the combined records from peers P1 and P2 respectively.
For instance, P1 is searching for a record X that is present in any peer under super peer or DIM1.
P1 entail sending a request for the record it requires. Based on the request from peer P1, dimension table DIM1 or super
peer 1 checks its table and if the record is found then it instantaneously returns the port number to the requesting peer.
On retrieving the port number, peer P1 communicates with peer P3 as per the return of port number from super peer 1,
thereby establishing a relationship between them, using view fact table and conclusively, the query gets processed.
Similarly, peer 2 or P2 of DIM2 would be requesting for a record Y to its DIM2 or super peer 2.
DIM2 searches its table and if the record is not found present in the table, it continues its search to the neighboring
super peers, that is, DIM2 and DIM3.
The record P2 of DIM2 requested would be found in peer P3 of DIM3. The port number with respect to the requested
record gets returned to P2 of DIM 2. P2 instantaneously communicates with P3 of DIM3, as per the port number
received.
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Fig–2: Proposed pseudo mesh schema with three super peers or dimension table
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In addition to the unanimously accepted existing schema architectures, the proposed schema finds its unfathomable
foundation too, as it furnishes the user(s) with distinct manner of designing and formulating a data warehouse and its
allied distinctiveness.
Moreover, P2P technology has diverse edge over centralized architecture, and the use of the concept along with the
proposed pseudo mesh schema furnishes an option.
P2P architecture is effortless to be ascertained and could be configured with utmost ease.
All resources could be effortlessly shared with other peers within the network.
P2P architecture ascertains reliability as central dependency gets eradicated and could be supportive for developing
distributed data warehouse(s).
The concerned architecture also diminishes the strain allied with the central administrator functionality, as apiece super
peer operates as the administrator for apiece peer community.
In reference to the table of comparative study, the performance of the proposed schema could be recognized with
utmost ease. Lesser are the number of queries amid the primary dimension table(s), however, complex queries might
appear in the internal processing of apiece dimension table, due to additional number of foreign keys, which could be
further exterminated through apt query optimization techniques.
Apiece dimension table would be expected to be highly normalized, in lieu with the architectural design devised.
Apiece dimension table could be conked out into n number of sub dimension tables. The architectural design comprises
only of solitary fact table and n number of dimension tables attached to the fact table.
Nevertheless, the speed could be optimized as there are unswerving relationships amongst the various dimension tables,
which in the process diminishes needless comparisons amongst the various dimension tables in a data warehouse. The
concept not only diminishes the query processing time but also diminishes storage complexity.
Establishment of relationships amid various dimension tables entail some space and for substantial data warehouses,
the space gradually intensifies. The relation amid various table(s) is established through view, which is a logical
concept and requires no memory space.
Conclusively, it could be inferred that maintaining a data warehouse using pseudo mesh schema could be relatively
difficult, as with increase in dimension table(s), the number of view table(s) also increases. However, increase in view
tables does not engender the predicament of space complexity rather it further enhances unswerving relation amid
dimension tables.
V.SIMULATION RESULT VIA SCREENSHOT(S)
The section comprehensively emphasizes on the simulation result analysis, wherein CISCO packet tracer software has
been used for simulation. All nodes act as mini server and an optional DNS server is also reserved. As packet is sent
from source to destination and acknowledgement from destination is obtained, the total simulation time is recorded. In
Figure–3, internetworks are connected via 2811 router and within solitary network, all nodes are connected via 2950
(24 port
switch). All nodes within the network are connected using fast Ethernet.

Fig–3: Internetwork
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As packet is sent from apiece node and acknowledgement is obtained therein, the total simulation time is recorded and
the experimental result is 177.717 seconds, as ensured by the sequential fragmented steps of Figure–4.
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Fig–4(g): Step-7

Fig–4(h): Step-8

Fig–4(i): Step-9

Fig–4(j): Step-10

Fig–4: Final simulation result of 177.717 seconds

VI.CONCLUSION
The formulated paper depicts the logical notion of how the proposed pseudo mesh architecture is advanced in respect to
other existing schema(s) adhered during construction of the data warehouse. Apiece super peer gets normalized to
individual peer(s), thereby forming a peer community amid themselves. The decomposition of the super peer into
numerous peers not only diminishes redundancy of records in various tables, but also diminishes the work load from
the super peers or dimension tables. The unswerving communication between various peers using a view fact table
improves the query processing speed and ensures further consumption of less resource since a view fact table is a
logical table which would not occupy additional space in the memory.
Alternatively, the proposed schema enhances the searching mechanism by using the indexing method in the super peer
that merely maintains a table of record names along with the respective port number.
Subsequently, searching gets easier with the use of an index rather than searching the entire data warehouse. The
proposed schema furnishes an innovative dimension during the development of the data warehouses and apposite
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utilization of P2P technology could only enhance during development of distributed data warehouse(s). Distributed
data warehouse(s) could be well utilized by any organization which would be geographically dispersed.
As far as performance enhancement is concerned, the proposed schema could speed up the query performance by
connecting all super peers to each other, thereby diminishing the search time for any record from the super peer table.
The search process is essentially accomplished by using the technique of indexing. The indexing technique to be used
would be small in size and would be able to operate with other indexes for filtering out the records before accessing the
actual information.
Apart from the use of the indexing technique towards performance enhancement, the system also implements the
concept of view fact table. Views present data to users in a way they would be expecting to observe it, even if they
define the identical element in a different way. By using views, the data is desired to be stored only once and then
needs to be converted into the logical view definition, thereby diminishing data redundancy, ensuring consistency and
simplifying data management responsibilities.
The simulated result engendered using router linking various nodes in the network and protocols used for simulation, is
definitively established in the Simulation Result via Screenshot(s) section with justifiable screenshots establishing
internetwork as well as entire simulation procedure.
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